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Quantum Harmony - Off the Hook - NYC - 5/28/02

Broadcast on NYC radio station WBAI 99.5 FM
on a 50,000 watt antenna in the middle of Manhattan, 
simulcast globally on shortwave radio WBCQ 7415 khz, 

and webcasted on http://www.2600.com/offthehook/2002/0502.html. 

info@quantumharmony.com

'Quantum Harmony'

Truth exists without the burden of proof or the necessity of belief.

The magic of experiencing truth is lost on those whose eyes only see the reflected world.

For once you embrace the truth in your perception, your dreams will become your reality.

All That Is 1

Quarks of the Leptons 3

The perfect Atom 7

The molecule of Life 12

Quantum Harmony 33

The formation of matter.

 

All That Is 1

Quarks of the Mesons 2

Pion to Muon to Electron

QH enables supercondutivity of electrons

Alpha, Beta, Gamma Rays (electrons, nucleui, and high-energy)

 

The Source (1) Omega

condensed from the void, the hyperluminal field, into our reality
resulting in an ultra dense, birth of chaos quark (point energy)

Time
is the difference between chaos and harmony
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Science
calls time the disorganization of energy through heat

a natural progression towards chaos
entropy

Fools
live their life in the direction of chaos

for that is actually death

Enlightened
souls are the moral patriots

who day by day grow, learn, evolve
to leave this Earth better than the entered it
so the lives of our childrend and their children

will be without the degree of pain, violence, and suffering we endured
their death is not death

it is an ascension to the Kingdom
which is right in front of your eyes

the righteous do not have to die to reach Heaven
rather they live for the first time

a birth into paradise

Quarks
do not exist today

only when particles are collided are the
glimpses back in time seen

they evolved

Particles
began as heavy

dense, chaotic forms
through interaction with the source

they lost rest energy mass
become more like a wave

the light like all the Source is
they gained larger orbitals

increased internal angular momentum
became closer to the hyperluminal

the balance with their Source
it is Evolution

not decompostion

Life
is made up four nuclietoids

built upon layers of layersof coherent forms
resonating with the conscious

invoking the spirit and soul
creating the ultimate balance between form and source

where the infinite power resides in a finite being
within and outside

their life and the life of others
Quantum Harmony

 

The virtual world is made up of a dualism
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This dualism is the same for the universe
it is only the Source and Form
seperated by the speed of Light

Wave/Particle, Yin/Yang, Coherency/Fragmentation, Harmony/Chaos, Good/Evil, God/Satan,

Balance/Disorder
Heaven/Hell, Sub-Conscious/Consciousness

The infinite Posisibility of what can be
and the fininite resolution of what is

The difference between them is the mind
the balance of the two is Quantum Harmony

a field inducing effect
that takes the chaos
and creates harmony

man's ultimate desire in the world today

the basis of lifeform communication
coherent biophoton

the human aura
Cerenkov radiation
consciousness

1 agaisnt 1
begets 2 agaisnt 1
3 agaisnt the 2
5 agaisnt the 3
8 agaisnt the 5
13 unto reality

the spiral of all life
the Golden Rectangle

Phi

what is above
came before

1 above 3
3 above 7
7 above 12

all is connected
the one with the other

33

the form desires the ultimate perfection it had as the source
it seeks to be one

in unison
the symbol of it is thirty three

33 equals 1

like the virtual world is composed of ones and zeros
like life is composed of four nuclietoids, A, C, T, G

Reality is composed of 3, 7, and 12
both in physics and being
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as well as manifestation and perception
22 components of the DNA of the universe

the 22 make up the letters
that represent all of reality

both internally and externally

the 3 on top of 7 
describes itselfs

the numbers of 10
in any sequence

represent a fininite concept
as five agaisnt five

they are the pathway
the infinite source

precipitated from to create form
the Tree of Life

12

is 3 agaisnt ever 4
it is the divider of the year
three times it is the 36

the factors of 36
times the 10

is the 360 degrees of perfection

together they become 32
the pathways of intelligence

the degree of celius water the life giver and arbitrator freezes
the number of teeth in the adult

the number of vertrabrate in the spinal cord
it is all of the form

plus one of the source
is the Quantum Harmony factor

33
is the awakening

it is the illumination
it is truth beyond any name you give it

no sect, no religion, no organization who claims its power
is righteous to quanitfy its existence within their calling

what is is
the simplest art is nature

it is not voted upon or compromised
it is what it is

I am that I am

From 1 came Many 32
the Many shall become in unison with the One

one with God

6 the Man
7 the God

together they are 13
the balance of God-Man

of Source-Form
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the Spiral of Life
Phi

6 the Man
7 the God

together agaisnt each one of the other
is 42 the names of God formation

as well as 72 creations

the base of 10
the centimeters of 33

is equal with
the inches of 13

7 within 22
is perfection within perception

it is Pi
the 3D circle who attempts to be

equated with the 2D line

212 degrees of boil
put into the mark of the Beast 666

three acts in six degrees
the number 18 of life

it is near Pi
Wah Wah Wah

the chirps of a cricket in 60 flashes
taken 40 from it
4 put into it
50 put onto it

it is the degree Farenheit

as you see numbers are within all of Life

it is the scientific
connected with the artistic

the value equated with the expression

numbers too equate with letters
when the form equates with the balance

the number is 33
the letters are Heaven

the lucid infinite time being
it is on this Earth

it is in front of your Eyes
you only see what is reflected

the illusionary realm
what precludes it is the quantum world

the sub-conscious, what is to be
it is the script that writes the words upon the fabric of reality

we will write the words of Quantum Harmony upon the fabric of society

50 Gates of Intelligence
What number are you within?


